The most famous single-player card game is 'Klondike', but our ignorance of its winnability percentage has been called "one of the embarrassments of applied mathematics". Klondike is just one of many single-player card games, generically called 'patience' or 'solitaire' games, for which players have long wanted to know how likely a particular game is to be winnable for a random deal. A number of different games have been studied empirically in the academic literature and by non-academic enthusiasts. Here we show that a single general purpose Artificial Intelligence program, called "Solvitaire", can be used to determine the winnability percentage of approximately 30 different single-player card games with a 95% confidence interval of ± 0.1% or better. For example, we report the winnability of Klondike as 81.956% ± 0.096% (in the 'thoughtful' variant where the player knows the location of all cards), a 30-fold reduction in confidence interval over the best previous result. Almost all our results are either entirely new or represent significant improvements on previous knowledge.
Introduction
Patience games -single-player card games also known as 'Solitaire' games * -have been a popular pastime for more than 200 years. 1 We compute winnability percentages on random deals of many single-deck patience games using a general solver named 'Solvitaire'. Almost all our results are either entirely new or significant improvements on previous knowledge Where results were previously known, these previous results were obtained using solvers specific to a particular patience or small family of patiences. In contrast, Solvitaire solves a wide variety of single-deck patience game expressible in our flexible rule-description language. Based on simple backtracking search, it exploits a number of techniques to improve efficiency; transposition tables, 2, 3 symmetry, 4 dominances, 5 and streamliners. 6, 7 Hundreds of different patience games exist. 8 The probability of any given game being winnable has always been of interest to players, with advice published as to how likely a given game is to be solvable at least as long ago as 1890. 9 Our ignorance of the winnability percentage of just one of these games, Klondike, has been called "one of the embarrassments of applied mathematics". 10 Only for a very small number of games, e.g. Freecell 11 , has this probability previously been known to a high degree of accuracy. In this paper we are able to report the winnability percentage of Klondike and dozens of other games with a 95% confidence interval within ±0.1%. Remarkably, we achieve this with a solver which can be used for a very wide variety of games so is not highly optimised for any particular one.
Exhaustive Search using AI Methods in Solvitaire
Solvitaire is a depth-first backtracking search solver over the state space of possible card configurations. We have prioritised the ability to obtain definite answers, not only that a given position can be won but also a proof that a given position is unwinnable. From the initial position, all possible legal moves are constructed and then one chosen for exploration. This is repeated at each new position. If a position is reached where the game has been won, then search is finished. Alternatively, if no legal moves to a new position are possible, then search backtracks to the last parent of this position and tries an alternative move at that parent. If this process eventually exhausts the possibilities for the starting position, then the game is known to be unwinnable. In Solvitaire only the moves made are recorded, and backtracking is achieved by reversing the last move made to obtain this position.
Many aspects of the search procedure need to be improved beyond the basic description above, and we use a number of techniques from Artificial Intelligence (AI) to do so. We describe the key improvements very briefly. Many of these techniques can be found in existing patience solvers, including in various combinations. Their use in combination in such a general solver does seem to be novel.
• We use transposition tables 2, 3 to avoid trying the same position twice. To do this we record every attempted position in a cache. Any position we might consider which is already in the cache can be ignored: its existence in the cache means that it would be potentially explored twice. Some care is needed to ensure that a cache hit correctly links to a previously explored position, so it is important to ensure that a complete game state is stored in the cache. This does lead to some relatively inefficient use of space, as our stored state is not highly optimised. For efficient search we needed up to hundreds of gigabytes of RAM to search effectively with the large transposition table size necessary. A secondary use of transposition tables is to avoid loops, i.e. a sequence of moves which arrives in a state previously visited as a parent of the current node. This actually reduces to the same case as the general one. If the transposition table becomes full at the size limit we gave it we discard elements on a least-recently-used basis. The exception is that we never discard any ancestor of the current state, as otherwise loops can occur. If the transposition table is entirely full and all states in it are ancestors, then we give up on search and report that a memory-out has occurred.
• Symmetry in search problems has often been pointed out as an issue which can lead to much redundant search. 4 That is the case in patience games where we can have equivalent but nonidentical positions. A common example in patience games is that all spaces in the tableau are equivalent. We should not waste time trying a card in a second space if it did not work in the first. More subtly, if a sequence of moves precisely swaps two complete piles from an original position, then we should stop search as we have just returned to an equivalent position. We take a simple but effective approach to avoiding this problem. Before storing states in a cache we reduce them to a canonical form, sorting the tableau piles and freecells by a predetermined order. Additionally, where a game does not use suits in any way (for example Black Hole) the canonical form can discard suit information for greater reduction.
• As well as symmetries, we sometimes get positions where there are multiple moves available but one of them can be picked out as being 'safe' to make without any backtracking being necessary. We call such moves 'dominances' 5 as the chosen moves dominates the others which can be discarded. The key condition of a move being safe or a dominance is that if any move at all leads to a win, then there is also a win starting with the safe move. We have a number of dominances in our code: a simple example is that if the foundations are built up by suit and tableau moves build down in suit, it is safe to move any card to foundation whenever it is possible. More complex analyses lead to more subtle definitions of dominance moves for games where cards build down in red-black order.
As well as committing to safe moves, dominances can also be used to eliminate moves where we can show that a given move can be delayed if it does need to be made. We highlight one dominance in particular, which we observed in previous solvers 12, 13 : this is to forbid the move of only part of a built pile, if the card above the partial pile cannot at this point be moved to foundation. We have only seen this in other people's code and have not seen it analysed previously. Because of its importance to key games like Klondike and Canfield and its (to us) non-intuitive correctness, we give a proof of this dominance's correctness in Appendix C, page 15, which we believe to be new.
Mistaken implementation of dominances can lead to very difficult bugs to diagnose, since the programmer can believe that a certain move is safe under all circumstances when there are in fact very rare circumstances where it can be unsafe. See Appendix B for examples.
• The final AI technique that we use is 'streamliners' 6, 7 . A streamlined search is one in which we assume the solution will obey some additional property which cannot be guaranteed. We choose a property which experience suggests is both likely to lead to solutions and also which greatly reduces the search space. If there is a solution with this property then it will be found, but if not then we have to start search again without that property holding. The two properties we use which are very beneficial are as follows. First, in a game in which cards are moved to foundations, always make such a move when it is possible to do so. This is a very common technique of human players and also in a large percentage of winnable games does not exclude a winning strategy, while also massively reducing the search space. Second, we pretend that cards have more symmetry than they do to increase the chance of cache hits. This is very relevant to games which build down in red-black order on the tableau, but up in suits on foundation. If we have a position that differs from a previously visited state only in suits (but not in colours) in the tableau, it is very unlikely to succeed if the first one doesn't. Exceptions do occur because there are differences between suits, but again the tradeoff is good for this streamliner. Because we prioritise giving proofs of unwinnability, we normally allocate 10% of the original time-limit for a streamlined search and if that fails to prove the game winnable, we allocate the original time-limit for a full-search. This is a run-time option since there are games where streamliners cannot possibly help. For many games where it does help, the streamlined search very commonly finds a solution very much faster than the full search would do, leading to greatly improved performance over a large set of instances.
A remarkable feature of some games is the extraordinary depths that search can reach while still being successful. For example, in Beleaguered Castle, one game was solved at a search depth of more than 190 million, while another was proved unwinnable with a maximum depth of more than 27 million. The latter case involved a total search of just over 1 billion nodes, so an average of less than 40 nodes per search depth. This indicates a very unusual search space, since normally the number of nodes grows exponentially with depth.
Configurable Rule-Sets
An important feature of our solver is that games are not hard-wired into the solver. That is, the input to the solver is a description of the rules of the game in a textual format in JSON. This text gives specifies values or rules for different aspects of the game. The complete set of possible fields with their default values describe the game Streets and Alleys, shown in Table 6 . Examples for some other games are given in Table 7 . Except for games based on Accordion 14, 15 and Gaps 16 , summary rules of all games experimented on in this paper are described in Appendix A, page 14.
All experiments done for this paper were run directly from the JSON text, rather the program having been hard-coded for a particular game. This gives us two huge advantages over all previous work in the area, which has allowed at most a limited flexibility of game definition within a relatively small family. The most obvious advantage is the wide range of results we are able to obtain from a single codebase. Second, when we fixed bugs or introduced optimisations for a particular rule, all games using that gained the advantage of improved results. For example, the dominance we prove in Appendix C has previously been used only in special-purpose solvers for Canfield and Klondike but could be applied without change to Northwest Territory, where it massively improved our ability to solve this game. As well as greater efficiency this enhances robustness of our results, since any remaining bugs for a given rule will have had to escape detection in any game they were applied to.
The rules do not cater to every possible patience game. Instead of aiming for completeness we included a set of rules which included both the most popular games and a wide variety of different rules. It would have been possible to introduce a richer language which would have enabled an arbitrary game to be encoded, but at the probable cost of making the search less efficient. Our results show that the tradeoff we made enabled us to obtain many new and improved results.
For games with hidden cards, we follow standard practice in considering a 'thoughtful' variant 10 , in which the locations of hidden cards are known to the player at the start of the game. † For games Although we now have a very close estimate of the winnability of thoughtful games such as Klondike and Canfield, we remain a long way from finding the winnability of the original versions of these games with best possible play.
Results Summary
We have experimented on numerous variants of patience games. Our results fall into two categories: those for games already studied and those for games which have not been studied before.
Solvitaire is able to solve a wide range of previously-researched games, although we have not extended it to be able to search every game that has already been studied. Results are shown in Table 1 , page 7. In almost every case our results improve on previous results, and in some very famous games the improvements are dramatic. For example the 95% confidence interval for (thoughtful) Klondike is improved by a factor of 30 on the previous best known result, and for (thoughtful) Canfield by a factor of more than 10. ‡ All results except for Gaps (One deal) have a 95% confidence interval within ±0.1%, and this is the first time this has been achieved for nine of these games. It should be noted that Solvitaire is not necessarily better at solving these games than an existing solver, but it is particularly signficant that all these results were obtained with a single general-purpose solver. Spider, and Accordion. These are all very close to 100% solvable, so it is likely that in these cases we are hurt by our entirely general approach of prioritising proving insolvability. To show the flexibility of our rule-language, we also experimented on a number of variants of Freecell that have previously been experimented on, with results in Table 2 , page 20. There are three games where we could not match previous results; Freecell,
The second class of results is those on which no previous accurate estimate has been given. In Table 3 , page 21, we give results for 24 existing games and one new game we invented for the purposes of this paper to illustrate the flexibility of our rule language. All but one of the results shown in Table 3 have a 95% confidence interval within ±0.1%: the exception is Streets and Alleys, for which the number of unknown results prevented this. The new game is based on Parlett's game Black Hole, 8 with the addition of one freecell: we call the game "Worm Hole". Among the games we study is a stricter variant of Canfield in which moves of partial piles are not allowed: 8 it turns out that this restriction makes about 7.6% of previously-winnable games impossible. Results in this second class answer definitively many questions that have interested people for many decades. In some cases, expert's views were astonishingly accurate: in 1890 Cavendish said that the game Fan "with careful play, is slightly against the player" 9 , while Table 3 shows that it is 48.776%±0.099% winnable. § In other cases, stated claims have been astonishingly inaccurate: Parlett describes (British) Canister as "odds in favour" 8 , while Table 3 shows that is is winnable only slightly more than one in a million games. ¶
Methods

Implementation, Testing and Debugging
Solvitaire is implemented in the C++ programming language. During development, code was profiled to identify hotspots in code which needed optimisation. Some areas which did not turn out to be critical were surprising; for example the code to find available moves is barely optimised despite being used at each node in search. We used a number of strategies to test our code and reduce ‡ In both those cases we also identified cases where the previous solvers gave incorrect results -see Methods section.
§ We studied a very minor variant of Cavendish's game, with sixteen piles of three and two piles of two instead of seventeen piles of three and one of one. ¶ Parlett is a very reliable source and can't possibly have thought that this game was odds-on, so we conjecture a mistake in the intended description of the game. the bugs to a minimum. First, throughout development we used a variety of unit and integration tests. Second, we took advantage of our ability to vary rules flexibly. By running identical instances we determined examples where a game with supposedly stricter rules was winnable while the looser version was reported as not. Since this is impossible it indicated a bug that we then fixed. Third, we compared our results against existing solvers on the macroscopic scale. Where available, we compared overall results obtained using Solvitaire on specific games to those reported from previous researchers. As shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , our confidence intervals of winnability are normally completely consistent with past research. A very small number of cases are non-overlapping but extremely close results, for example 19.348% ± 0.093% compared to 19.5% for 1-Cell Freecell in Table 2 : we suggest these cases may be due to statistical fluctuation. In some cases during development we obtained inconsistent results, identifying either a bug in our code or a difference in interpretation of rules. Given the complete independence of our implementations with those of many different past researchers, this strongly suggests that bugs that significantly affect winnability percentages are unlikely. Finally, at the microscopic level, for some key games where previous solvers are available, we were able to test individual instances to make sure our solver got consistent results. Specifically we did this for Freecell, Canfield, and Klondike. For Freecell, we ran Solvitaire on each of the 102,075 unsolvable instances of Freecell found by Fish: 11 all were correctly identified as unsolvable except for two that could not be determined.
Game
For Canfield and Klondike we tested Solvitaire against the best existing solvers for each of Canfield 12 and Klondike 13 on 50,000 individual instances each. Detailed study of individual inconsistent results allowed us to determine which solver was correct. On a very small number of instances we found bugs in both existing solvers for Canfield and Klondike where Solvitaire correctly reported a solution which the existing solver stated was unwinnable (see Supplementary Information for an example). Although this happened in very rare cases, it indicates the detailed work that allowed us to discover such rare bugs in existing solvers. In other cases we found bugs in Solvitaire which we then corrected. We cannot rule out that bugs remain in our code that might affect winnability of some games, especially using unusual combinations of rules we have not tested exhaustively. Availability of our codebase should help future researchers identify bugs in their own code as well as ours. The code includes the code for random generation of instances which is portable across different machines, so other researchers should be able to recreate the same test instances to check our results against theirs.
Statistics
We used the following consistent protocol for measuring a confidence interval on the estimate of solvability percentage. Each random deal is necessarily either solvable or unsolvable, and therefore the true picture for any given game is it behaves as a binomial with probability p of success. From a sample, if we know the number of winnable and unwinnable games, we can calculate a 95% confidence interval for the true value of p using Wilson's method 25 . When some games' solvability is unknown, due to timeouts or other reasons, we form the most conservative possible interval by calculating the interval once on the assumption that every unknown game is winnable and once on the opposite assumption. Then we use the lower bound of the first interval and the upper bound of the second. While it would be nice to be less conservative and get a smaller interval, no other totally general approach seems valid: for example, in Spider it is very likely that almost all unresolved deals are winnable, while in Klondike most long-running deals turn out to be unwinnable. Finally, we again use the most conservative possible rounding: given the number of digits we are reporting, we round the lower bound down and the upper bound up. For calculating equivalent intervals for comparison with previous work, in most cases we could deduce the raw numbers of solved, unsolvable and indeterminate cases from past publications, and calculate the confidence interval that would result from the same protocol. It does mean that confidence interval we compare against may not be the same as the those published in a previous paper, but it gives a like-for-like comparison. For example, this means that we can compare multiple past results on a single patience without being dependent on varying methodologies for estimating the range of solvability used by different authors.
Experimental Setup
Monte Carlo methods using pseudo-random generation were used to create instances of each game. Our own generator was used using the Mersenne twister method 26 mt19337 provided by the Boost library. We wrote our own generator to create instances from a random seed, and this generator should be portable. A critical point is that runs which were unresolved are included in our statistics.
Runs that timed-out, for example, are included as undetermined and calculated on this basis. We make no assumption about whether these instances were solvable or not. In particular, ignoring long-running cases cannot be done as they may have a different likelihood of being winnable to a new random seed. In many cases we re-ran failed seeds with larger computational resources.
Having decided on a sample size for an experiment we used a consecutive sequence of seeds for that experiment. Seeds for each instance are recorded in our data. As well as winnability we recorded many other features of search such as run-time, memory usage, cache usage, and search depth. We do not report those statistics in this paper but they are available in our data files.
Experiments mostly used the Cirrus UK National Tier-2 HPC Service at EPCC (see acknowledgements). Additionally a small number of our results presented here were obtained on a local compute-servers at the University of St Andrews. There was no single methodology used to assign sample size, number of cores used per machine, timeout limits, and cache sizes. On a case by case basis we set these for each variety of patience game to allow for what we felt would produce the best tradeoff between cpu time used and quality of result. For example, for some games it was critical to run with very large amounts of RAM, reducing the number that could be run in parallel on one machine. In some cases, we accepted a small number of timeouts in order to get a very large sample size (e.g. American Canister). In others where there were many timeouts we focussed on a smaller sample size but very long runtimes to minimise the number of unknowns (e.g. Gaps One Deal).
Data Availability
The experimental results that support the findings of this study is available in figshare with the identifier doi: 10 
A Details of Patience/Solitaire Games
One issue we faced for this paper was how to describe the rules of dozens of individual card games. Space precludes detailed description of each but it is important to provide a textual description aside from that implemented in code, as a standard against which our own and other implementations can be assessed. This is especially important since sources often differ on precise details of rules. To try to balance these concerns we present rules in summary form in Table 4 , page 22, with the legend provided in Table 5 , page 23. Almost all games can be accurately described by specifying parameters listed below. The games Accordion 14, 15 and Gaps 16 , and their variants, cannot be described in this framework: readers can see the cited papers for descriptions of those games.
Rules are not given to Solvitaire in the format from the table, but in a JSON format. The full set of rules for Streets and Alleys is shown in Table 6 , page 24. Examples of other games are shown in Table 7 , page 25. In case of any doubt our code can be examined for the precise implementation of our rules.
B Bugs in Existing Solvers for Klondike and Canfield
As described in the Methods section, we tested 50,000 instances against the best existing solvers for Klondike, (Klondike Solver 13 ) and Canfield 12 . Where both the existing solver and Solvitaire determine the answer, they should either both report a given instance as winnable or both report it as winnable. In those cases we looked at the solution produced by whichever solver claimed the game was winnable, which we could check by hand for correctness. In some cases the inconsistency was due to a different understanding of the rules, in which case we always revised our rules to match those of the existing solver. Some bugs remained, and where the bug was in Solvitaire we corrected it, but some bugs were found in existing solvers.
One bug we discovered occurred in both an earlier version of Solvitaire and in the existing Klondike solver concerned worrying-back, i.e. returning a card from foundation to the tableau. It might seem like it would be unnecessary ever to do this immediately after placing the same card from tableau to foundation. But this is sometimes necessary to find a solution. The reason is that the move to foundation allows a hidden card on the tableau to be turned face up, and the only winning move might be to return the foundation card to build on that one, then building some other card on this. This is a somewhat obscure situation, but we can construct an artificial deal which proves that this is necessary. Also, Shootme-Klondike's random deal 8721 is incorrectly stated to be unwinnable, probably for this reason.
Wolter provided the best previous analysis of Canfield 19 , giving statistics over 50,000 tests of 35,606 solved, 13,730 proved unsolvable, and 664 indeterminate. The code for his solver is available 12 , and is clearly intended to play the looser version of Canfield where partial built piles may be moved instead of just whole columns. A bug in the published code means that instead it can only move entire columns or the bottom card alone. When this bug is corrected we obtained identical results to those Wolter reported, from which we deduce that either he corrected the code but never pushed to Google code, or alternatively computed the results before some code change which introduced the bug. After correcting this bug we compared results between Wolter's solver and ours for the loose version of Canfield. There remained discrepancies which revealed Solvitaire to have both an unintended rule and a separate bug. When these were corrected we still found a small number of different results, which led to the discovery of two obscure bugs in Wolter's code. These concerned a rule that allowed dominance moves to the foundation be made when a card was in the last two cards in the stock, because playing these cards could (apparently) never prevent another card being played. Unfortunately if the number of cards in waste is not a multiple of the number of cards played from stock (e.g. typically 3), then immediately playing the last card in stock prevents access to the card at the top of the waste pile, and possibly others. For much more subtle reasons, it is not safe to allow the penultimate card in the stock to be played. While rare, we did see examples of random games where Wolter's code incorrectly reported winnable games as impossible. For example, in one game in which the base card was 5D, the stock started 3C 6C 6D and ended KC 7D 5H QS. There was no solution if the 5H (the second last card in the stock) was played immediately. To win, the player has to wait until the 6D and 6C are both played consecutively. Having delayed the play of 5H allows it to be played now, uncovering the 7D which can be put on the 6D. The situation is the curious one that if we have already played 5H first move, then after 6D we are able to play either the 7D or the 6C but not both. To correct these two bugs we rewrote Wolter's code to allow dominance moves only for the last card in stock and only when the number of cards in the waste pile is a multiple of the number of cards played from stock. We reran Wolter's code, obtaining 35,605 solved, 13,671 proved unsolvable, and 724 indeterminate. Although not the same as published by Wolter, we report these numbers in Table 1 as being what he would have obtained with corrected code. Jan Wolter died on 1 January, 2015. We are happy to have this opportunity to pay tribute to him both for his excellent work on solitaire solving programs, and for his openness in making his code publicly available, enabling us to correct bugs both in his and in our own code.
C Correctness of a Dominance in Some Patience Games
In studying code by Wolter for Canfield 19 and Birrell for Klondike 13 , we noticed an interesting dominance in both. This is that moves of built piles on the tableau are only allowed if either the entire pile is being moved or only a part of a pile is being moved and it is possible to build to the foundation the card above the top card in the built pile being moved. At first we thought this might be bugged but many thousands of experiments failed to show any discrepancy, so we sought a proof that the optimisation is correct. Wolter has died and Birrell stated that he invented the optimisation independently and does not have a correctness proof. 35 We have not found this optimisation documented in the literature, and its correctness is not obvious, so we give a proof here. Note that the conditions of our theorem apply to both Canfield and Klondike, as well as other games.
Theorem 1 We consider any patience or solitaire game which: involves a standard single pack of cards; has a tableau which builds down in red-black alternation; builds on foundations in ascending suit order; allows moves of incomplete built piles; and the only place a card can move from the tableau is to another tableau pile or to a foundation. For any deal of such a game, if the deal is winnable with the original rules, then it is also winnable with the restriction that a partial pile may only be moved if the card above the moved partial pile can be built immediately to foundation.
Proof. Consider any winning sequence of moves, m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n for an applicable game using the original set of rules. Suppose that the move m i is the last move in the sequence which is not valid under the additional restriction. Note that i < n since the last move in a winning game must be putting a King on a foundation pile. By adapting the moves m i and m i+1 , we will create a new sequence of moves which is legal and a winning sequence. We show that the new sequence either has fewer invalid moves than the original, or has the same number but the last invalid move is closer to the end of the sequence than before. This means that by repeated application of the process we will eventually obtain a sequence of moves that wins the game and has zero invalid moves. We define a move as being a pair [C, T ] where C is the card being moved and T is the card or location it is moved to. We write C(m) for the card being moved by a move, and T (m) for the location moved to by a move, i.e. if m = [C, T ] then C(m) = C and T (m) = T .
Since it is the last invalid move, m i must be the move of a partial pile where the card above is in sequence but cannot be built to foundation. We know little about m i+1 but we do know: it exists since i < n; it is a legal move; and if it is a partial pile the card above it is buildable to foundation.
We now show by case analysis how to replace moves m i , m i+1 in the sequence. In most cases the adjustment is straightforward, ranging from as simple as deleting both moves to some relatively minor adjustments to the moves to make them work in the opposite order. Before describing these cases we consider the most difficult and most important case.
The Tough Case. This is where move m i+1 is moving a card or pile onto the pile just vacated by the original move m i (which was by hypothesis the last invalid move). A trivial case to deal with is that m i+1 is the exact reverse of of move m i , i.e. returning the partial pile to where it came from. In this case we simply delete both moves m i and m i+1 , leaving all other moves unchanged and having one less invalid move.
We can illustrate the non-trivial case by example: this might be a move of the 10C from the JD to JH at a time when the JD could not be moved to foundation, followed immediately by a move of the 10S to the JD.
We deal with this case first by omitting move m i , thus reducing the number of illegitimate moves by one, and then replacing m i+1 by a move m ′ i+1 of the same card as in move m i+1 to the location moved to by move m i . We thus set m ′ i+1 = [C(m i+1 ), T (m i )]. In the example above we delete the move of 10C and change the move of the 10S to be to the JH instead of the JD.
We now have to consider if this change invalidates any remaining moves in m i+2 , . . . m n . To do this we create moves m ′ i+2 , . . . m ′ j until we have identical layouts again in the original and new sequence of moves, after which we retain moves m j+1 . . . m n . Until then, we will maintain an invariant property, that the cards T (m i ) and T (m i+1 ) remain in the tableau, that the piles under those cards are swapped in the new sequence compared to the original, and that all other cards in the layout are identical. This invariant certainly holds after the deletion of m i and the replacement of m i+1 by m ′ i+1 . Now we assume the invariant is true up to move m ′ k−1 and consider move m k .
• If move m k is of T (m i+1 ) to foundation, e.g. moves JD to foundation in our example, then it is not currently possible in the new sequence since the card is covered in the new sequence. By the invariant, the card T (m i ) must itself be clear (since the card T (m i+1 ) was clear in the original). This means that we can now insert the move we originally deleted • If move m k removes the last card underneath T (m i ) and T (m i+1 ), e.g. moves either 10C or 10S clearing JH or JD in our example, then we set m ′ k to the equivalent move. If the move is to the foundation, it must be legal, and this is the only possibility in the games we are considering.By the invariant the layouts are now identical so the final move sequence is
) (e.g. of 10C to JD in our example) then we simply delete the move completely. Because of the invariant the cards underneath C(m i ) are already at the intended target location, so we need do nothing. So the final move sequence is
• If move m k is to (or from) a card underneath either T (m i ) or T (m i+1 ), but is not covered by one of the above cases, then by the invariant the identical card is underneath the other one in the revised sequence. So we set m ′ k to the equivalent move to (or from) the it to the opposite pile and retain the invariant.
• Any move m k of a pile of cards starting from T (m i ) or T (m i+1 ) or any card above them can be retained unchanged with m ′ k = m k and the invariant is retained. • Any move not in one of the above cases does not involve either of the affected piles, so is legal by the invariant and necessarily retains the invariant, so again we set m ′ k = m k .
All Other Cases. All remaining cases are essentially straightforward because we can simply swap consecutive moves m i and m i+1 , sometimes with some minor changes. In each case the position after the second move is identical in each sequence, and we have either removed an invalid move or moved it one move closer to the end of the sequence, as required.
• If the moves m i and m i+1 are entirely unrelated then we can simply swap the order of the moves as they do not affect each other. I.e. we create a new move sequence
Note that the swap cannot affect the validity of m i+1 under the restriction: by hypothesis it was a valid move and it remains so. However, it is possible that, in its new position, the move m i is now a valid move under the restriction. If that happens we have reduced the number of invalid moves, but if not we have moved the last valid move one closer to the end of the move sequence.
• We can make consecutive moves from the same pile, i.e. have C(m i+1 ) be either the card above C(m i ) or a card in sequence above it. Because move m i disobeyed the restriction, the move m i+1 cannot be of the card above C(m i ) to foundation, so the only remaining possibility is a second consecutive move between tableau piles. Again we can swap the order of the moves. The new move sequence is
Notice that in this case the card C(m i ) (and any partial pile underneath it) is moved twice instead of just once, but ends in an identical position. The move m i+1 must still be valid under the restriction in the earlier position, while m ′ i remains invalid, but appears one move later in the sequence as required.
• We can make consecutive moves to the same pile. In this case again we simply swap moves m i and m i+1 . The analysis is the same as in the previous case, except that this time it is the card C(m i+1 ) (and possibly partial pile underneath it) that is moved twice instead of once. Again, m i remains invalid, but appears one move closer to the end of the sequence.
• The final possibility is that the second move is from the pile the first move went to. This gives a number of possibilities depending on the card moved the second time: the second card moved can be the same as the first card, a card above it in the new pile, or a card below it.
-If the same card is moved twice, then we can replace the two moves with a single move bypassing the intermediate position, m ′ i = [C(m i ), T (m i + 1)] (note that an immediate reversal of moves was covered as the trivial case above.) This move m ′ i may still be invalid under the restriction but is one move closer to the end. In this case the final sequence of moves is
. . m n -If the second card is either above or below the first moved card, then again we can just swap the order of the two moves, giving the sequence
The result is the same, with the invalid move being one later in the sequence. If the card card C(m i+1 ) was above the first moved card in the second pile, then the card C m i and any pile underneath it is only are now only moved once instead of twice. If the card C(m i+1 ) was underneath C(m i ) then the card C(m i ) and any cards underneath it are now moved only once.
There seem to be a ridiculous number of cases analysed, but in all of them we are able to do one of two things. We either produce a new sequence with one less invalid move under the restriction, or produce a sequence with the same number of invalid moves but the last one nearer the end of the sequence. Iterating this procedure must inevitably lead to a solution with zero invalid moves under the restriction. Therefore we can impose the restriction without making any game insolvable.
Game
Results
Solvitaire Table 5 , page 23. Other notes: § Game invented for this paper. ¶ Random base of foundation. ‡ Pack of 32 cards, we use A+2-8 of each suit. † Space must be refilled immediately from stacked reserve until that is empty, then may be filled freely. † † Space must be refilled immediately from waste (or stock if empty). Two piles of two cards. + Only entire piles may be moved.
Name Name of game. Note that games are often known by many different names. The citation gives a source with the name we use and equivalent rules to those studied in this paper.
Decks Number of complete decks used in the game, of 52 cards unless otherwise stated.
Found. Number of cards initially placed in foundations; whether worrying back from foundations to tableau allowed or not ×.
Tableau The setup, layout and rules of the tableau, usually the main space where play happens in the game. Contains the following components:
Layout Number of tableau piles and arrangement symbol, followed by total number of cards in layout. Symbols: piles all of same length except possibly for some piles of one extra length; △ piles in triangular form; solid shapes indicates that cards face-down except the top card, otherwise all cards face up.
BP Build Policy, rule by which one card may be placed on another in the tableau. In all cases where allowed the card must be one lower in rank than the card it is placed on. Symbols: × building not allowed; * card of any suit allowed; rb card must be of opposite colour (red on black or black on red); = card of same suit.
MG Move of Groups, whether or not a consecutive sequence of built cards may be moved as a unit in the tableau. × not allowed; allowed with the same restriction as BP; = allowed for sequence of cards of the same suit.
Sp What card may be placed in a free space in the tableau. × Spaces may not be filled; Spaces may be filled by any card (or sequence if BP allows it); K Spaces may be filled by a K only (or sequence starting from K if BP allows it).
Stock Some games contain a 'stock' of cards which the player may use according to the rules shown here. The first number is the number of cards in the stock initially. The second indicates the number of cards dealt at once, or to indicate one card dealt to all tableau piles. The third indicates whether no redeal unlimited redeals are allowed (0 or ∞).
FC Number of 'free cells' in the game and the number that are filled at the start of the game.
Res The size of any 'reserve' in the game. S indicates that the reserve is 'stacked', i.e. only the top card of it is available for play. Otherwise all cards are available at any time. 
